[Embryo donation in France: practice and difficulties. Strasbourg's experience].
The aim of this study was to present the situation of embryo donation in France and around the world, to expound the difficulties of its practice and the results obtained in our centre 3 years after the introduction of this procedure. Embryo donation in France is controlled by implemented decrees published between 1999 and 2004. The couples, who have stored frozen embryos since at least two years, were contacted for a pluridisciplinary medical consultation. The indication of embryo donation was evaluated for the recipients through a pluridisciplinary approach. Among the interviewed couples, 16.7% have chosen embryo donation but only half of them have completed the procedure (6% of the couples with frozen embryos). The main indications for embryo donation were a double sterility, unexplained genetic disease, ART failures (poor fertilization or bad embryo quality) and oocyte donation when the delay was too long for the couples. The pregnancy rate was 28.6% after the 21 first embryo transfers. The results of embryo donation confirm the international experience both considering the poor number of donated embryos, medical indications and results. Embryo donation has its place among ART techniques, but one should not ignore the general debate on ethical questions raised by this procedure.